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Introduction

In Canada, after the English and the French, the most significant histor-
ical solitudes are arguably the Constitution and Strategy. Indeed, while 
Canada’s constitutional framework and its various constitutional de-
bates give ample expression to the first two solitudes, they are largely 
silent on strategy and strategic power, which deal, in the classical inter-
national or foreign relations sense, with “strategic” instruments of state 
employed for “strategic” effect in the world.1

This constitutional silence is hardly accidental. The little-read second 
recital of the preamble to the Constitution Act, 18672 (once the British 
North America Act, 1867, and hereafter the “1867 Act”), reads that the 
“Union would conduce to the Welfare of the Provinces and promote the 
Interests of the British Empire.” The only provision of the 1867 Act that 
explicitly references foreign affairs is section 132, though it speaks to 
the implementation by Canada of imperial or British Empire treaty 
obligations. I will return to section 132 later. For now, I can propose with 
reasonable certainty that both the character and the paucity of explicit 
language on strategy in the text of the founding legal document of the 
modern Canadian state betray a fundamental reality: that Can ada, con
stitutionally speaking, was never intended or expected to be a power player 
of any note in the world. Rather, Canada was constituted as a strategic 
appendage or “auxiliary kingdom” of the British Empire – its instruments 
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Introduction4

and interests  subsumed to the strategic designs and direction of 
Westminster.3

Canada’s astrategic constitutional conception finds expression in both 
Canadian constitutional scholarship and constitutional jurisprudence. 
Canadian constitutional scholars and courts have historically been 
exercised, first and foremost, by concerns of federalism or federal-
provincial division of powers, largely exclusive of foreign or strategic 
affairs. For the sake of simplicity, one can call this realm of focus the 
“federalism school” of Canadian constitutional scholarship. And, since 
the advent of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982, Canadian 
constitutional scholars and courts have increasingly focused on ques-
tions of civil liberties, as part of what one can call the “rights school” of 
Canadian constitutional scholarship. (Much like the text of the Con
stitution Act, 1867, the text of the Constitution Act, 1982,4 hereafter the 
“1982 Act,” in which the Charter figures prominently, is conspicuously 
silent on foreign affairs; the domestic realm is king!)

International relations scholars or strategic analysts in Canada, in 
turn, are little concerned with the Constitution.5 They focus primarily 
on the international order and typically see the Canadian domestic order 
– politics, really, far more than the Constitution – as relevant only at 
the level of strategic decision making or praxis by the federal govern-
ment: to go or not to go to war; to provide more or less funding for 
defence or foreign affairs; or to give development funding to, or conclude 
an international treaty or trade agreement with, country X rather than 
country Y, or group of countries A rather than group of countries B. 
Some “realist” international relations scholars, borrowing heavily from 
the neoclassical theory of the firm in economics, even fancy the domestic 
order altogether irrelevant.

So one comes closer to the core problématique: the constitutionalists 
are radically inward looking, while the strategists are, with few excep-
tions, constitutional philistines. Yet, conceptually speaking, the Consti-
tution and strategy are but flip sides of the same Canadian enterprise 
(the Canadian state) – or at least the legitimacy of that enterprise. The 
Constitution, concerned as it is with law, is representative of the internal 
legitimacy of the Canadian state, while strategy, concerned as it is with 
power, is representative of the external legitimacy of the Canadian state. 
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Introduction 5

British historian Michael Howard says as much in his preface to Philip 
Bobbitt’s The Shield of Achilles:

This is Bobbitt’s starting point: “Law and strategy are mutually af-
fecting.” There is a constant interaction between the two. Legitimacy 
itself “is a constitutional idea that is sensitive to strategic events” – not 
least to a “strategic event” so cataclysmic as losing a war. Neverthe less, 
although wars may create and mould states, it is the State that creates 
legitimacy both domestic and external, and it is legitimacy that 
maintains “peace.” If states can no longer maintain their legitimacy, 
or if their capacity to do so is called into question, then there will be 
another war, the outcome of which will create a new legitimacy.6

Henry Kissinger, for all intents and purposes, alludes to the same 
dyad of constitution and strategy when he defines the state as “by def-
inition the expression of some concept of justice that legitimizes its in-
ternal arrangements and of a projection of power that determines its 
ability to fulfill its minimum functions – that is, to protect its population 
from foreign dangers and domestic upheaval.”7

Question: if there is logical or conceptual interdependence between 
the two faces – the first internal, the second external – of the legitimacy 
of the Canadian state, then why does this interdependence find such 
little expression in the psyches of its principal Canadian interpreters?

Since the Statute of Westminster, 19318 at the official earliest, though 
more likely, in practical terms, by the start of the Second World War, 
when the Canadian government’s (and Parliament’s) declaration of war 
was at last differentiable – if only slightly – from that of the United 
Kingdom, Canada has effectively acquired the trappings of a proper and 
serious player in international relations, including an independent dip-
lomacy and an independent capacity to declare (or not) and wage war. 
Although Canada had no formal diplomatic capacity at Con federation, 
it did have a modicum of military power projection against the 
Americans – specifically, volunteer (non-professional) land and naval 
militias that acted in support of British regulars, for all of which, under 
section 15 of the 1867 Act, the “Command-in-Chief” was “declared to 
continue and be vested in the Queen” (in whom “Executive Government 
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Introduction6

and Authority of and over Canada” were vested under section 9), and 
legislative responsibility for which lay with Parliament under section 
91(7), the so-called militia and defence power. However, the Canadian 
militias, whether mobilized for domestic strategic purposes (such as 
insurrection, rebellion, or other emergency) or, to the extent possible, 
deployed internationally – more probably continentally – were, in ac-
cordance with the said constitutional preamble, to be in the strict service 
of the interests of the British Empire. (To which the Canadian constitu-
tionalist F.R. Scott adroitly replied: “[W]hat does ‘promote the interests 
of the British Empire’ mean in law?”9) But when independent diplomatic 
and military capabilities – strategic capabilities – eventually did accrue 
to the Canadian state in practice, one could not deny that Canada was 
at last a state that could project or attempt to project independent power 
– strategic power – in the world. Such independent strategic capabilities 
(or strategic means, as it were) now allowed the Canadian state to pursue 
strategic interests (or strategic ends, as it were) of various descriptions 
and intensities, depending, inter alia, on the culture, preferences, and 
chutzpah of the government of the day.

This leaves one with the remarkable paradox of Canada being able to 
project strategic power in the world despite the prima facie absence of 
any explicit textual reference to any particular strategic capabilities in 
either the Constitution Act, 1867 or the Constitution Act, 1982, or in any 
other Canadian constitutional text, for that matter.10 Canada’s Con-
stitution, unlike that of, say,  Australia,11 a reasonably comparable for-
mer British colony, has no explicit foreign affairs power. And, as for the 
said militia power of section 91(7), perhaps because it was not intended 
to be understood outside the context of British imperial power, it was, 
according to the late great Canadian jurist Bora Laskin, scarcely de-
veloped and “never authoritatively defined”12 in the constitutional 
jurisprudence.

Therefore, one can be easily forgiven for presuming, at first glance, 
that Canada’s Constitution – the essentially parochial “iron cage” that 
frames its internal arrangements – has little to say about Canadian stra-
tegic power, notwithstanding the said conceptual interaction between 
the state’s internal and external authorities; or, in other words, that 
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modern Canadian strategic affairs effectively exist outside the conceptual 
– though certainly not the legal – orbit of the Constitution. Indeed, 
many constitutionalists and international strategists seem to have con-
cluded thus – often implicitly or even instinctually, if not  
explicitly – thereby concretizing the two aforementioned solitudes. 
However, they have so concluded in error, as I will demonstrate in this 
book, for deep in the bowels of the Constitution, by dint of either genius 
or serendipity, lie many of the essential building blocks of Canadian 
strategic power.

I will argue first that these strategic building blocks can be identified 
and second that, notwithstanding the Constitution’s astrategic original 
design, and despite ostensibly astrategic interpretation of that 
Constitution by judges and scholars alike, the Canadian state has 
emerged with a solid, indeed powerful, strategic core – one that, in 
theory, is constitutionally capable of projecting substantial strategic  
power in the world. Praxis, as mentioned, is a different matter – and this 
for a variety of historical-political-cultural reasons. In this book, I will 
illustrate the parameters of this theoretical constitutional capability. In 
other words, the task at hand is to explain Canadian strategic power in 
constitutional terms. Or, in still other words, I will embark on a unique 
exercise in what might be called “constitutional statics” to demonstrate 
ultimately how a domestically oriented “supreme law” underpins, in-
forms, and conditions, in theory and then in practice, Canada’s perform-
ance in affairs strategic. In so doing, I hope to outline the conceptual 
parameters of a new, third school of Canadian constitutional scholar-
ship: call it “strategy and the Constitution” or, better still, The Strategic 
Constitution.

Structure of the Book
The book is divided into two parts. Part I develops a conceptual frame-
work for assessing and interpreting Canada’s strategic power in terms of, 
or according to, the Constitution. The fundamental argument mobilized 
is that Canadian strategic power can be distilled from an audit of the 
Constitution and that this Canadian strategic power, in such constitu-
tional terms, is significant, notwithstanding any practical appearances 
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to the contrary. Chapter 1 explains what is meant by strategic power, 
defines Canada’s Constitution, and, most importantly, introduces a 
central, de novo construct called “the Strategic Constitution,” which 
contains all the elements or factors of strategic power contained in  
the Constitution for the purpose of the subsequent strategic audit. 
Chap ter 1 also stresses the importance of federalism (including the 
Quebec question) and even Aboriginal rights to a proper understanding 
of Canadian strategic power.

Still in Part I, Chapters 2 through 8 comprise the strategic audit of 
the Constitution, as anticipated by the Strategic Constitution construct 
outlined in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 deals with the diplomatic instrument 
of Canadian power. Chapter 3 discusses the Canadian military instru-
ment. (As explained below, each of the diplomatic and military instru-
ments is also, in and of itself, a manifestation or output or tentacle, as 
it were, of Canadian strategic power; that is, Canadian strategic power 
can be evaluated in terms of the potency of the diplomatic and military 
instruments, properly defined, of the federal state.)13 Chapter 4 deals 
with the potency of the executive branch of the federal state as a third 
factor of strategic power. Chapter 5 addresses Canada’s natural resources 
(and, less centrally, food). Chapter 6 treats the national economy. Chap-
ter 7 deals with communications. And Chapter 8, finally, assesses the 
demographic or population factor of Canadian strategic power.

Part II applies the conceptual framework developed in Part I to four 
different policy case studies that are, in this early twenty-first century, 
of significant strategic moment for the Canadian state: Canadian strategic 
leadership in the Americas (as first proposed by the Canadian govern-
ment in 2007) (Case Study A); bona fide war (as was the case in Korea 
and, until recently, Afghanistan) (Case Study B); Canadian Arctic sover-
eignty (Case Study C); and counterterrorism in the post-9/11 security 
environment (Case Study D). Each case study shows the Strategic 
Constitution in action or, in other words, the constitutional underpin-
nings of key (practical) Canadian decisions and actions in strategically 
important scenarios.

Parts I and II together allow one to conclude that Canada enjoys and 
profits from a highly flexible national constitutional framework that, 
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though not consciously designed – and, in many cases, not jurispruden-
tially interpreted – for the purpose of meaningful performance in 
international affairs, may in practice be applied, with great effect, for 
considerable national strategic achievement. This central constat lends 
itself – perhaps counterintuitively – to the suggestion that many major 
practical Canadian strategic achievements – including those that might 
await in this new century – can be interpreted through, and explained 
by, a national Constitution that quietly harbours the seeds of national 
strategic potency.
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